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one of the most important things to understand about windows 10 is that it is made up of two very different, but related, parts: the user interface (ui) and the underlying technology called
windows. the user interface is what you see and the underlying technology provides the support to do the work for you. the ui is built using a set of programming languages that microsoft calls
the modern uis, or uis built on the.net framework. today we are going to add one more theme at start screen..its great theme.it have its own style.now.its look like the start screen.try out by
clicking on this link below. make sure you have the latest windows 10 creators update installed. we have just added one more theme at start screen..its great theme.it have its own style.now.its
look like the start screen.try out by clicking on this link below. make sure you have the latest windows 10 creators update installed. another option is to use aws global accelerator. using anycast
ip, you can associate multiple endpoints in one or more aws regions with the same static public ip address or addresses. aws global accelerator then routes traffic to the appropriate endpoint
associated with that address. global accelerator health checks monitor endpoints. using these health checks, aws global accelerator checks the health of your applications and routes user traffic
automatically to the healthy application endpoint. for manually initiated failover, you can adjust which endpoint receives traffic using traffic dials, but note this is a control plane operation. global
accelerator offers lower latencies to the application endpoint since it makes use of the extensive aws edge network to put traffic on the aws network backbone as soon as possible. global
accelerator also avoids caching issues that can occur with dns systems (like route53).
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